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(b)  Seed truth values assigned according to the value evaluation of the atomic objects
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O  (binding to v)
(   )∏ {0     if one of the CT values is 01     if none of the CT value of set v-CRPi is 0vT
0     if no T value of an object in set v-CRPi equals 1{vCT i
k     if there are k objects with a true/1 T value each(   )Σ
  =  =
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abit -- insert edge kit
abit -- insert edge catelog
abit -- insert edge item
API -- insert edge kit
API -- insert edge catelog
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{    
       if  BFS_CRPs ({"root"}, {o}) = True 
            generate a "EPG" from o by including 
            objects that their In_EPG = T
}
Boolean BFS (Labels, Objs)
{    int has_obj = 0;
      get a l from queue Labels;
      if  the ending variable of l, v is a leaf variable
           if Labels is empty 
                 return True;
      else  {
           for each li in v-CRP, put li in Labels;
           for each object o of Objs[l] {
               o.set_labels;
               if  o.In_EPG = T  {
                    has_obj ++;
                    for each label li in o.Label[ ]
                        Objs[li] = Objs[li] + o.Objs[li];
               }
           }
           if  has_obj = 0
               return False;
      } 





   Boolean In_EPG = F;   int   T = 1;
   Set   Labels = m ;           Set  Objs[ ] = n ;  
   int   Count[ ] = 0;          int   CT[ ] = 0;  
}
Method  set_Labels
{ binding o with variable v;  
   if v is a variable for leave nodes
      In_EPG = True;
   else {
      for each li in v-CRP {
          Labels = Labels + {li};
          Objs[li] = null;  Count[li] = 0; 
          CT[li] = 0;
          for label li, for each of its paired subObj oij { 
               Objs[li] = Objs[li] + {oij};    
               Count[li] ++;   
          }
      }
      for each label li in Label[ ] {
          if  Count [li] = 0 
               In_EPG = False;
      }
   }
}










Procedure Compute_Truth (EPG) 
//Aggregation Function for computing truth value; 
{  
    According to the QG within this EPG,
    sort the variables bottom-up in a partial order;
    excluding leaf variables,
    for each variable v {
          for each o of variable v;   
                o.comp_CT;
    } 
}
Object :: Method  comp_CT
{   T = 1;
     for each label li in Label[ ] {
          for label li, for its paired subObj oij { 
                CT [li] = CT [li] + oij.T;       
                if  (CT [li] == 0)  {
        T = 0;
                      exit;
                }
          }       













Procedure Ins (o1, l, o2)
{     If  o2 ∉ EPG   {
           PE(o2);    // result in a sub-"EPG" from o2;
           If  o2 ∉ "EPG"   or   o2.T = 0 {
                  Judged to be an Irrelevant Update;
                  exit;
           }
           else  {
                  if  o1 ∉ EPG  
                       re-evaluate on o1;  
                  else  {
                       cache o2 in EPG;
                       o1.Count[l] ++; o1.CT[l] ++; 
                       if  o1.CT[l] >0 and o1.T = 0  { 
                            for each of other labels li 
                                o1.T = o1.T q  o1.CT [li];
                                if   o1.T = 1  
                                     propagate on its parents
                       }
                  }
           }
     }
}
Procedure  Del (o1, l, o2)
{    If  (o1 ∉ EPG) or (o2 ∉ EPG)  {
         Judged to be an Irrelevant Update;
         exit;
     }
     o1.Drop_Obj (l);
}
Object  :: 
Method  Inc_CT(l)
{   CT[l] ++; 
     if  CT[l] = 1  { 
           for each label li in Label[ ] other than l
                T = T r  CT [li];
           if   CT = 1  
                for each of its parent o´ with label ll 
   o´.Inc_CT (ll); 
     }
}
Method  Dec_CT (l)
{   CT[1] -- ;
     if  CT[1] = 0  {
          T = 0; 
          for each of its parent o´ with label ll 
               o´.Dec_CT (ll);
     }
}
Method  Drop_Obj (l)
{   Count[l]--;   
     if  Count[l] = 0 {
          In_EPG = F; 
          for each parent o´ with label ll to it  
                o´.Drop_Obj (ll);
     } 
     else 
          Dec_CT(l);
}
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